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January 8, 2013

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
City of Long Beach
California

RECOMMENDATION:

Authorize the City Manager to execute a contract and any necessary amendments
thereto with MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH), in an amount not to exceed $129,500 (with a
net cost to the City of $18,500) to provide statistical and data gathering services for the
California Multi-Agency Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Benchmarking Study Group
in which the City of Long Beach participates, for a one-year term, with the option to
extend the contract for two additional one-year terms; and increase appropriations in the
General Fund (GP) in the Department of Public Works (PW) by $111,500. (Citywide)

DISCUSSION

Since 2001, the City of Long Beach has participated in an ongoing study to benchmark capital
project delivery performance by the seven largest cities in California (Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Oakland, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, and San Jose). The purpose of the study is
to determine reasonable costs to deliver capital projects by comparing cost data from similar
agencies and to compare/evaluate different delivery methods. Information is shared by each
participating agency on what has worked or not worked to improve project delivery in categories

, as varied as fire stations, libraries, parks, streets,storm drains, and traffic signals, just to name
a few. The results have been a more uniform and improved project delivery approach for each
of the participating agencies.

The study, now known as the California Multi-Agency CIP Benchmarking Study, was first
published in 2002, with subsequent annual updates published each year thereafter. The study
currently includes three main areas: Performance Benchmarking, Best Management Practices
and Discussions of Current Project Delivery issues, and has been officially recognized by the
League of California Cities and the American Public Works Association. The study, now in its
eleventh year, is considered nationally as one of the longest and best studies ever conducted
for the purposes of understanding project delivery costs by municipalities. As the current chair
of this study group, Long Beach regularly receives inquiries from cities and counties across the
nation about the study and how to form similar study groups in their areas.

The participation in the statewide benchmarking process has provided each agency with unique
and valuable insight as to how project delivery varies from agency to agency, both in terms of
non-construction related costs and methodology. The process has also challenged each City to
fully understand its own processes and costs, and to re-evaluate those areas that do not meet
the standards being set by the other participating agencies in this study. Attached is a brief
summary of the study and the positive impacts resulting from it. In general, Long Beach has
been able to keep its project delivery costs below the average by utilizing lessons learned
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through the City's participation in this study. The resulting project delivery cost reductions have
saved the City well over $500,000 last year, easily recouping the study participating cost of
$18,500.

When the study was first initiated in 2001, the participating agencies agreed that, in order to
make the most effective use of the group's time and to have access to the expert capability
required to process large amounts of data (the project database now includes over 1000
projects totaling more than $1 billion), the benchmarking group needed to retain the services of
a consultant to provide data gathering and statistical analysis services. Since 2001, the cities in
the group have typically rotated the responsibility of managing the study's consultant, MWH.
Long Beach accepted the management responsibility for the study group on October 1,2008. It
has been requested by the participating agencies that Long Beach continue as the lead agency
for an additional year. This will require that a new contract be executed between the City of
Long Beach and MWH. The contract costs are shared equally by each of the seven cities
resulting in a net cost to the City of Long Beach of $18,500 for participation in the study.

This matter was reviewed by Deputy City Attorney Linda Trang on November 20,2012, and by
Budget Management Officer Victoria Bell on November 19, 2012.

TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

In order to avoid disruption to the work of the benchmarking group, City Council action on this
matter is requested on January 8, 2013.

FISCAL IMPACT

The contract award is for a not to exceed amount of $129,500. Participating cities'
reimbursement to the City will be deposited in the General Fund, so the net cost to the City will
be $18,500. Since sufficient funds for the contract are not budgeted, an appropriation increase
of $111,000 in the General Fund (GP) in the Department of Public Works (PW) is requested.
Approval of this recommendation will provide continued support to the local economy.

SUGGESTED ACTION:

Approve recommendation.

P\CL\MWH benchmarking study contract.doc
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APPROVED:

OJA{2~_~---_
PATRICK H. WEST
CITY MANAGER
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California Multi-Agency CIP Benchmarking Study

Introduction
Over the next several years, seven of the largest cities in California are expected to
award nearly $6 billion In public works infrastructure construction contracts. These
municipalities are bulldlnq roads and transportation systems, sewer and water
infrastructure, municipal facilities, libraries, parks and recreation facilities, animal
shelters, fire stations, bridges, seismic retrofits, bikeways, storm drains, and other
facilities.

While $6 billion for public works improvements is a significant amount, it does not
represent the entire infrastructure cost. There are additional, significant costs - over
and above construction - to deliverthese projects. The costs associated with the
project delivery process - planning, design, environmental documentation, value
engineering, permits, construction management and startup - are influenced by many
factors such as project slze and complexity, new construction vs. rehabilitation, internal
organization, project prioritization, clear guidelines, and more. .

With all of this construction on tap in California, would it be possible - and beneficial -
for cities to collaborate, pool their knowledge and experience on these cost-influencing
factors, then benchmark their project delivery processes so they can learn from each
other's successes, while keeping project delivery costs to a minimum? . The answer
these cities found is a deflnlte yes.

In October 2001,- the City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works, Bureau of
Engineering Initiated a benchmarking study through the cooperative effort of individuals
responsible for- the development and lmplementatlon of Capital Improvement Projects
(CIP) in seven of the larger California cities. The objective of this studywas to provide a
general analysis of the efficiency of capital project delivery systems within various
agencies in California, based on the observed performance and the processes
implemented over previous years. This study became known as the California Multi-
Agency CIP Benchmarking StUdy.
Although .it is highly effective for municipalities tasked with ..delivering Capital

- Improvement Projects to collaborate on their experiences and rnethods.Jt is also very
rare that this actually occurs. Further, it is even rarer that such activities, once started,
are continued _uninterrupted _ for the purpose of effecting continuous positive
lmprovernent over a long period of time. This paradigm was challenged in 2002 when
the first California Multi-Agency: CIP Benchmarking Study (Study) was published. This
years Update 2011 to be published this fall will mark 10 years of continuous
collaboration between the participating Cities and represents an accomplishment
unparalleled in the industry. Unlike many "single event" studies conducted in the past,
this on-going study, involving all of the original participants, provides the benefit of -
actually experiencing the outcomes of the strategies it creates. The dynamic nature of
this effort truly provides a basis for continuous improvement.

Since the participating Cities of Long Beach, Los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, San
Diego, San Jose and the City and County of San Francisco initiated these efforts,
interest within the industry has been sparked. As a result, other benchmarking efforts,
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both lar.geand small, have started to spring up in various parts of the country, such as
municipalities in New York and Arizona, the Port of Long Beach, and large water utilities
in the western United States. The California Multi~Agency CfP Benchmarking study
participants applaud these efforts and look forward to a time when more agencies are
sharing their best ideas for the benefit of all and owners can turn to one another to
gather Insight on how to best address the challenges they face:

The California Multi~Agency CfP Benchmarking Study has evolved to consist of three
main areas; Performance' Benchmarking, Best Management Practices, and Discussions
of Current Project Delivery Issues also know as "on-line discussions".

The Study
Performance Benchmarking

Performance benchmarking involves collecting documented project costs and creating
data models of the component costs of project delivery versus the total construction
cost. Project delivery costs are defined as the sum of all agency, internal client, and
consultant costs associated with project planning, design, bid, award, construction
management, and closeout activities.

The performance curves included in the 2011 report will have been developed from data
on projects completed on or after January 1, 2006. Outlier projects have been identified
and eliminated. The remain.ing 751 projects used in the analyses were all delivered
using the deslqn-bld-bulld delivery method and each has a total construction cost of
greater than $100,000. Table 1 shows the study results over the past 5 years.

Table-t Project Delivery Costs by Project Completio'n Year
(As % of Total Construction Cost)
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.,
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Best Management Practices

At the start of the Study, the agencies examined over 100 practices used In the design
and construction management phases of project delivery. They selected practices to
include in this Study those they did not already commonly use, but believed should be
implemented as BMPs. Practices are added annually by the agencies to address
specific challenges they encounter or reflect new learnings by the participants. Agency
implementation of the selected practices has been and will continue to be tracked
during the lifetime of the Study. '

To support the linking of BMPs to performance improvements, BMP implementation has
been tracked and project completion dates have been collected on the Performance
Questionnaire. It is anticipated that the performance data will eventually demonstrate
that as BMPs were lmplemented, project delivery costs were reduced. However, it is
recognized that "processes" become effective "practices" only after a learning curve and
full implementation on projects. Therefore, obtaining empirical evidence of this trend is
expected to take several years. Table 2 shows a list of sample BMP's that have been
developed and implemented during the Study period.

Table-2 Sample LIsting of BMP's
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Online Discussion Forum

Among the primary benefits, accruing to the participating agencies during this ongoing
Study has been the opportunity to discuss the challenges of public works. project
delivery with their peers. These successful open forum communications included online
discussions of over thirty topics that influence project delivery efficiency. Many of these
topics have evolved into recommended Best Management Practices.

Benefits of Participation

The participating agencies have been very supportive of the Study efforts over the
years. The Study is possible only because the aqencles believe they are benefiting
from their continued participation.

The agencies have expressed the benefits they experience in a variety of ways:

o The City of San Jose places a high value on its participation in the California CIP
Benchmarking Study. The dynamic data surrounding project delivery costs provides
ongoing feedback toward improvement of San Jose's Capital Improvement Program.
The Study's continuous development and refinement of Best Management Practices
also greatly assists in optimizing San Jose's project delivery approach. Perhaps most
importantly, the special topics that the Study will be addressing, such as the effect of
"below-market-rate bids" and the intrinsic higher delivery costs associated with smaller
projects will help those who read the Study better understand the current challenges of
public sector capital project delivery.

o . The City and Couhty of San Francisco uses the benchmarking study in working
with other City agencies u.sing our services. Design costs. initially quoted by outside
consultants may not reflect the final design costs associated with occupied facilities,
seismic retrofits, and rehabilitation (especially involving corrosion, dry rot and hazardous
material abatement). Presenting 7 cities' data is far more persuasive than presenting
our estimates and past data alone. International prices for steel, cement, and
petroleum-based products have been volatile over the past 5 years. Since the mortgage
lending and auto company economic crisis, the bidding environment has been even
more unpredictable. Having the larger sample size of information afforded by the
benchmarking study is essential to forecasting pricing trends with any degree of
certainty. The online forum has helped us provide elected officials accurate information
quickly regarding other cities' practices on accepting streets and structures for
maintenance, and how maintenance work is funded."

o The City of Los Angeles has stated that "ln addition to the general benefits that
we have described in past years and continue to receive from participation in the
benchmarking group, we find it most interesting to hear how other agencies are coping
in these very challenging economic times. Many of the aqencles are experiencing
similar challenges, and the actions taken are some of the same the City of Los Angeles
is implementing. For instance, our City is considering theJeasibility of reducing the cost
of personal services contracts through rate reductions. We received helpful feedback
from other agencies that have also considered this or have already implemented some



sart of fee reductian agreement with their cansultants. Also, many agencies had either
implemented furlaughs, ar were planning to. in the near future. It was very helpful to.
hear these camments, and to. discaver that athers are gaing through similar budget
tightening measures."

o The City of Lang Beach offers this comment: "Cities in Califarnia cantinue to.
experience major budget and staffing' reductions that are having significant impacts In
their ability to. deliver capital impravement prajects. Understanding the consequences of
these resource cuts and learning how to. cape with them has became a major challenge
far municipal managers. Participatian in the statewide benchmarklnq process has
allowed the City of Lang Beach to. share and acquire the knawledge necessary to. tackle
these praject delivery challenges and to determine if the casts of project delivery are
reasonableln taday's enviranment"

o Accardlng to. the City of Sacramenta, "the benefits of aur cantinued participatian
in the Study have Increased geometrically each year we have participated. Our data
collection and tracking have evolved to. mirror the Study farmat, making it much easier
far us to. directly carrelate the results of our wark and effart with that of our Industry
peers. As we cantinue to. Implement new BMPs each year, our praject management
and delivery standards continue to. Improve. We have also. found that the anline
discussian farum is an invaluable resaurce when we are researching a new policy ar
practice, as all of the participating agencies are very generaus in shar[ng their awn
knawledge, standards, and practices.".
o The City of San Diego. "continues to finds the Study extremely useful in validating
aur Engineering Department's performance and in setting benchmarks and gaals.
Participation in the quarterly meetings allaws us to. share infarmatian an new pracesses
that we ar the ather agencies are implementing, and we always get new or better ideas
to imprave aur project delivery. The discussian forum is a great way to. keep the
momentum between meetings and to. share detail infarmatian an processes."

o The City of Oakland offers this camment. "Besides the obvious benefits of
validating our project delivery casts and improving aur praject delivery pracesses
through Implementatian of the BMPs, the participatian in the Study ..allaws Oakland to
network with aur peers and draw upon their expertise on haw ather cities in Callfarnla
manage their challenges that seem to be universal for all majar cities. With the
shrinking capital budgets and mandatory furlaughs, the Study becomes even more
valuable since the need to imprave our delivery casts and processes are now greater
than ever before,

Additional Study Information

To. view the entire 2010 California Multi-Agency CIP Benchmarking Study or view past
years reports go. to the fallawing website:

.http://eng.lacity.org/techdocs/cabm/


